Best LMS Hacks – TOOLBOX

What ELSE can we do with a course shell—besides teach a class?

OLC Innovate 2019
https://tinyurl.com/OLCBestLMSHacksToolbox

What else can you do with a course shell—besides teach a class? Join us for a revolutionary 90-minute workshop, where you will learn how to turn an ordinary course shell into something extraordinary—such as an Advisor Hub, a Communication Hub, a Library Readiness Mini-Course, a 24/7 Advising Area (eQuad), a degree-specific Career Central, and more.
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Advising Hubs

These hubs for students provide 24/7 access to critical advising resources, and offer the ability to communicate with all students through the announcement function...

Build it and they will use it!
Comm Hubs are internal hubs that facilitate communication and allow faculty & staff easy access to key resources. No students are in these hubs.

Training Hubs provide functional training and quizzes for a target audience, either students or faculty/staff.

Build it and they will use it!
MORE RESOURCES:

- Session PowerPoints
- Possible Hub Areas
- Workshop “hack” examples from participants (coming soon)
- Wake Technical Community College eVising Hub Project (Courtesy of Shawna Barrow)—contains hub contents, timeline, and benchmarks
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